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Northern States Power Company 

414 Nicollet Mall 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401-1927 
Telephone (612) 330-5500 

March 15, 1993 

U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

MONTICELLO NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 
Docket No. 50-263 License No. DPR-22 

Revised Submittal on Modification of Commitment 
for Core Unload and Reload Pattern for Full Core Discharges 

The letter contains a revised justification for the modification of our 
commitment concerning allowed patterns for core unload and reloads for full 
core discharges (See Attachment 1). On November 4, 1983, we committed to 
conduct full core discharges in a spiral pattern centered about one of the 
Source Range Monitors. In our recent letter, dated January 21, 1993, we 
notified you of our plans to modify this commitment. The Monticello Project 
Manager, Tony Hsia, requested a more rigorous justification be submitted by 
NSP. Attachment 1 contains our revised justification.  

We believe our revised core unload and reload procedure is an improved, safer 
pattern. The following new NRC commitment is made in this letter: 

The core will be reloaded in such a way as to "connect" two Source Range 
Monitors with cells containing fuel bundles prior to loading the number 
of bundles required to reach criticality assuming no control rods were 
inserted in these cells.  

Please contact Tom Parker (612-337-2030), if you have any questions related to 
the revise ommitment.  

homas M Parker 
Director 
Nuclear Licensing 

c: Regional Administrator - III, NRC 
NRR Project Manager, NRC 
Resident Inspector, NRC 
State of Minnesota 

Attn: Kris Sanda 
J E Silberg 

19008a3o 
/ 9303190328 930315 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

This evaluation discusses the safety advantages of a revised procedure for 
core unload and reloads associated with full core discharges. This new 
procedure reflects the thinking of the Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group, 
Reactivity Controls Review Committee and 10 years of evolution in thinking 
about safer ways to unload and reload a core.  

Proposed Procedure 

The previous procedure involved a spiral unloading, centered about one of the 
Source Range Monitors. This was described in our November 4, 1983 letter to 
the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation from David Musolf 
(NSP). This procedure has worked well for us, but the revised procedure 
provides for better neutronic coupling between the fuel and each of the Source 
Range Monitors.  

An example procedure that would comply with the revised commitment is shown in 
Figures 1 thru 6.  

CORE OFF LOAD1

Figure 1: 

Figure 2: 

Figure 3: 

Figure 4: 

Figure 5: 

Figure 6:

The first step is to remove fuel from some cells so that 
maintenance workers can start on Control Rod Drive repairs.  

Next, the outer cells are unloaded with a preference for the 
cells furthest away from the lowest Source Range Monitor 
shown on the Figure. The same cells that were emptied in 
Figure 1 remain empty.  

Additional cells are emptied leaving: 1) a "bridge" of fuel 
bundles between the Source Range Monitors and 2) a square 
array centered around the lowest Source Range Monitor.  

The square array centered around the lowest Source Range 
Monitor is removed.  

The bridge is removed leaving two loaded cells next to each 
Source Range Monitor.  

The two cells next to the Source Range Monitors are unloaded 
leaving a bundle in each cell adjacent to the monitors.

The last step would be to remove these last eight bundles, leaving the 

1 This discussion presents an unloading/loading pattern that is one 
example of many safe patterns. We are not committing to this specific 
pattern.
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core fully unloaded.  

CORE LOADING 

The reload procedure is the reverse of the off load procedure.  

Evaluation of the Revised Procedure 

The goals for the core off loading/loading procedures are: 

1) To maintain the core in a configuration which allows the Source 
Range Monitors to detect reactivity changes.  

2) To maximize the time that the fuel is monitored with two or more 
Source Range Monitors.  

3) To maximize the negative reactivity in the core when the fuel is 
not monitored by two Source Range Monitors.  

Maintaining these goals minimizes the probability of an inadvertent 
criticality of the core during core off loading/loading procedures. The first 
goal is achieved by: 1) keeping fuel cells next to the source range detectors 
and 2) ensuring that as additional cells are loaded at least one cell face is 
adjacent to cells fully loaded with fuel bundles. This ensures that all 
changes in reactivity, which would approach criticality, will be detected by 
the Source Range Monitors. The procedure described above achieves this goal.  

The second goal allows for one detector to have failed unbeknownst to the 
operator and still be able to monitor reactivity changes that could approach 
criticality. In order to do this, the Source Range Monitors must be 
neutronicly coupled by being "bridged" together with fuel cells containing 
four fuel bundles. This is done with a modified "U" shaped procedure of fuel 
cells (Figure 4). Note that each Source Range Monitor is in contact with two 
cells either adjacent or opposite one another. This maximizes the time that 
the fuel is monitored with two Source Range Monitors.  

The modified "U" shape also minimizes reactivity. Since the BWR fuel is over
moderated the more water that surrounds a cell or bundle the less reactive the 
bundle is. Figure 4 shows the modified "U" containing 17 cells (17 x 4 = 68 
bundles) with 38 water faces2 . For comparison, a square array of 16 cells 
has 16 water faces. Therefore, the "U" shape with more water faces minimizes 
reactivity.  

As the "U" itself is disassembled (as in the core off load), reactivity is 
further reduced by the removal of-fuel and additional of water near the 
remaining fuel cells. This places the fuel in the core in a safer condition.  

2 A water face is one side of a cell with no fuel in the next cell.
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Draft NSAC 164 

As a result of the BWR Owners Group activities, the Electric Power Research 
Institute has prepare a draft document, NSAC 164 titled: "Guidelines for 
Reactivity Control During Refueling." The goal of NSAC 164 was to find the 
fuel bundle k for which the reactor would be subcritical with all rods out 
prior to having fuel around two Source Range Monitors for several refueling 
procedures. This would allow for safe operation with the following unlikely 
conditions existing: 

1) The source range monitor first to have fuel next to it, 
unbeknownst to the operator, is not working, and 

2) The fuel cells are mistakenly loaded with fuel bundles without 
loading the associated control blade for the cell.  

The procedure recommended by this document would ensure a subcritical core at 
least until a second source range monitor has fuel next to it. This would 
allow for a single instrumentation failure and multiple operator errors and no 
criticality.  

This document supports the use of the "bridge" as compared to the previous 
procedure we have used. Chapter 3 compares three procedures: 1) center 
spiral, 2) spiral around an Source Range Monitor and 3) the bridge. Procedure 
2 was previously used at Monticello and Procedure 3 is being proposed by this 
document. The chapter determines for a procedure of a given number of bundles 
with a given ki, what keff would be. It is clear from this analysis that the 
bridge results in the lowest keff and is therefore the safest procedure. For 
example: 

Given 24 bundles with a kinf = 1.10 in the following procedures, the 
resultant keff with all rods out is: 

Center Spiral keff = 1.05 
Spiral about an Source Range Monitor keff = 1.03 
Bridge keff = 0.975 

Since the bridge procedure is less reactive, more assemblies could be added 
without control blades being inserted without reaching criticality than either 
of the other procedures.  

This analysis was performed to bound all BWRs. In order for the analysis to 
bound Monticello the following criteria must be met: Source Range Monitors 
can be separated by no more than six cells (Monitcello has 5 cells separating 
the Source Range Monitors). The analysis was done on large cores (764 bundle 
plants) but is stated that small plants are bounded.  

The NSAC 164 analysis performed relative to the bridge and central spiral 
procedure was evaluated by NSPs Nuclear Analysis Department. They concluded 
that generic results of NSAC 164 were applicable and confirmed this with a 
calculation using Monticello fuel.
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Conclusions 

The bridge procedure (see attached figures for a typical procedure) will allow 
for multiple Source Range Monitors to be connected by fuel cells prior to 
reaching a potential critical configuration with all the control blades 
withdrawn. This makes the off loading/loading procedure very conservative.
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